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From 1994- 1996 experime nts in remo te geophysical prospecting were carried
out at seven archaeological sites on Motutapu Island of which six were also
test excavated. By the e nd of this programme we had learned how to interpret
the geophysical data with reasonable success in the context of local
conditions. Future application of the method is feasible but this experience
suggests it is labour-intensive and imprecise without associated sub-surface
investigation.
In initial discussions with officers of the Department of Conservation and
representatives o f Ngai Tai Ki Tamaki Trust and The Huakina Trust, it was
agreed that the Departme nt of Anthropology would investigate the
applicability of geophysical survey on Motutapu Island . The project was
related to a co ntract (No. 18 13) with the Science and Research Directorate of
DOC to assist in the Motutapu Restoration Plan administered by DOC ,
Auckland Conservancy. This particular objective was to devise a
methodology for the non-destructive investigation o f archaeological sites o n
Motutapu. It was clear that in the rnntex t o f a programme to re-establish
fo rest over pares of the island it would be necessary to establish the
pe rimeters of Maori archaeolog ical sites to avoid damaging them. A
programme of geophysical survey and test excavation was conducted on the
island to establish the level o f correspondence between remotely sensed data
a nd surface and sub-surface archaeological phenomena.
Research in geophysica l prospecting has a relatively long history and during
the last few years there have been significant i1movations in developing more
accurate and efticie m methods fo r detecting different subsurface sediment
properties associated with archaeological features (Clark 1990).
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lmproveme nls have bee n madt:: in instrume ms and data logging devict:: · to
record field measureme nts. In additi on . researc h has gone into improving tht::
anal ysis and visual presentatio n of geoph ysical data . However. our
developing experience shows it still requires sufficie m a rchaeological
unde rstanding o f the fie ld situation to adequate ly interpret any such patterns
in the data.
Geophysical da ta have been anal ysed by a variety of mapping 11:d rnique~.
such as g rid -po int or level maps, variable densily contour maps, the standard
line comour map. isometric trace lines. and dot-de nsity maps (Weymouth
1986:328; C lark 1990: 141 - 146). The most common method is the standa rd
line contour map (Scollar 1990:495). These maps have limitations in tem1s
o f ease of data manipulatio n and visual imerpre tation. One difficulty is that
o n.l y one data set can be anal ysed at a time, and anothe r is that values are
difficult to manipulate in order to enhance contrasts. Recent innovations in
image processing have helped alleviate these proble ms. Grey scale images.
the use o f fal se colour and the development o f image enhancement and
classification techniques have inc reased t.11e ability to imerpret archaeological
geoph ysical data (C heetham et al 1991 ; Allsop 1992: Ladefoged et al 1996) .
In New Zeala nd, geoph ysical surveying has taken place in a number of areas
(Mc Fadge n 1977 ; White and Broadbent 1992: Young 1993: Ross er al 1994:
Ladefoged er al 1996). On Motutapu, t.11e geoph ysical field work was ca rried
o ut between 1994 and 1996. Sites investigated included RI0/22. RI 0/39.
R 10/47. R 10/41 0, R 10/496, R 10/497 and R 11 /1277. Of these seven sites. six
were also test excavated .
Ground conductivity, resisti vity a nd magneti c susceptibility were e mployed
on Motuta pu . Ground conduc ti vit y and resistivi ty meters essentiall y measure
the passage o f an electric currem th rough t.11e ground. The identification of
archaeological features is based on the measureme nt o f a contrast between the
physical prope rti es of the fea ture in re lation to the surrounding unifo m1
matri x (Scollar 1990:9; Tahbagh 1984 : 159). Conducti vi ty. and its inverse.
resisti vit y. are affected hy sediment size, structure. po rosity. moisture. and
ge nerall y by the degree o f compactio n, loosening and o rganic e nrichment of
sedime nt. T he conductivity data on Motutapu was collected with a Geonics
EM 38 me te r. When mt::asuring ground conductiv ity t.11e EM38 instrume nt can
e ithe r max imize measurement sensitivity a t the ground surface with a gradual
decn:ase to a depth o f over I m. o r the sensiti vity of the meter can peak al
a depth o f 0.4 m below the surface with a gradual decrease to a depth o f over
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I m . In either case, the conductivity data was stored in a DC720 Data Logger
in the field and downloaded later to a laptop computer . The resistivity data
were collected using a Mann-Clark resistivity meter in a Wenner array at a
I m interval. Contour maps of the geophysical data were generated using
Rockworks software . We also transformed the data for analysis by the raster
based GIS software Idrisi which enhanced patterns by supervised and
unsupervised classification, image-processing, and the generation of useful
colour output.
Magnetic susceptibility was the third type of geophysical data collected. It can
be influenced by the enhancement of the organic content of sediments
especially in features such as rubbish pits, middens and ditches fi lled with
topsoil (Weymouth 1986:343). Features that have been them1ally altered such
as hearths produce enhanced magnetic susceptibility, as do intrusive
structures such as walls and foundations which differ from the surrounding
sediment matri x (Clark 1990: 100-10 I ; Challands 1992:34; Weymouth
1986:343). The Geonics EM 38 was used to measure the extent to which
time-varying magnetism was induced in materials where the response was
expressed in tem1s of apparent magnetic susceptibility.
Data collection and analysis
In 1994. geophysical data were collected at Site RI0/410 (Ross 1994). The
site consists of a number of features o n a broad ridge that runs above an old
stream bed. Shell midden is exposed on the upper slopes with transverse
terraces running across the ridge further down. On one of these terraces are
two pits. A large and extensive midden is ex posed on the steep slope o n the
western side of the ridge. Throughout the area there has been considerable
surface disturbance from grazing stock.

A 3460 m1 grid was laid out over the broad flat ridge of RI 0/410. This area
was surveyed with a g round conductivity meter at two depths o f prospection.
and image enl1ancement techniques were used to anal yse che data. Figure I
displays the raw conduccivity data ac a sensicivicy peak of 0.4 m below
ground surface. and Figure 2 displays che same data with a linear screech with
2 % saturation applied to it. Stretching algoritluns are designed to accemuate
the contrast between featu res fo r beuer visual display (Lillesand and Kiefer
1994:546). A linear stretch uni fo m1l y scales the range o f input image values
to fit the total range o f output values. in the case of ldrisi. 256 greyscales .
In a linear ~tretch, the program allocates as many display levels to the
infrequently occurring input image values as it does co the frequently
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Figure 1. Ground conductivity data ranging between values of 13.2 and 71.3
mS/m
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Figure 2. Ground conductivity data with a linear stretch of 2 % saturation.
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occurring values. To alleviate this. a linear stretch with saturation forces a
specific percentage (in this case 2 %) o f image pixels with extreme values at
either end o f the range to single output classes. The remaining input values
can then be redistributed over a wider range of output values. The linear
stretch with saturation of the Site RI0/410 data clearl y defines areas o f
moderate conductivity associated with the terraces on the surface of the site.
In the original interpretation of the data (Ross 1994), the pattern o f
conductivity values associated with terraces being offset from their surface
manifestation was not recognized. We discuss this phenomena below in detail
wi th respect to Site RI0/497 .
An 860 m2 subset of the larger grid was defined in which data from
resistivity and magnetic susceptibility surveys were also gathered. This was
done to obtain multiple geophysical data sets which could be combined and
analysed through image classification procedures. Both supervised and
unsupervised classification procedures were applied (Ross 1994:23-27), with
the unsupervised procedures being the most successful. The unsupervised
procedure grouped the pixels into categories, or classes, based on the
inherent spectral signatures o f the conductivity , resistivity, and magnetic
susceptibility data. Four classes were defined , which were interpreted as
being associated with I) shell midden, 2) pits and background values, 3)
terraces, and 4) scarps. Again, the spatial o ffset of the geophysical responses
and the location o f surface terraces was not originall y identified (Ross 1994),
but surface features and areas o f po tential subsurface features are identifiable.
During the field seasons of 1995 and 1996 ground conductivity alone was
measured and test excavation of sites followed. Initially the degree of specific
correlation between archaeological features and conductivity patterns
continued to be problematical. However, there were some very conspicuous
subsurface features which gave no problems. For example, conductivi ty
clearly revealed the presence of miscellaneous metal in a disturbed part of
Site R 10/22. Similarly, a very striking pattern shown was found running
across Site R 10/496 which lies on a ridge rising above Administration Bay
and which we excavated at two locations. Initially we suspected this was a
World War II cable linking the military camp at Administration Bay to the
major gun emplacements on the hill to the northeast; o r possibly a more
modern telephone cable. Eventually we discovered that this signal was
produced by intermittent lengths of No.8 wire and metal staples which were
the remains of a fence now buried in the topsoil.
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Figure 3. Individual terraces at R/0/497 were found to have a transverse
conductivity gradient with high values at the back and low values at the front.
Our major efforts were concentrated on Site RI0/497 where excavation was
supervised by Rod Wallace and Marianne Turner. During I 995 and 1996 we
excavated a substantial area of this small and apparently typical Motutapu pit
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and terrace site . It revealed a house located at the back of a terrace with
drains and successive walls at the uphill side. There were two associated
concentrations of flaked stone including much obsidian, front and back. Close
to the house on a slightl y higher extension o f the same terrace were several
intercutting kumara storage pits. Downslope from these was an area of
concentrated shell midden. There was also an extensive scatter of cookstones
and worked local greywacke over parts of the site. Prior to the first
excavation in 1995 the ground conductivity meter was run over much of the
site on a 1.0 m grid and calibrated to measure electrical conductivity at a
depth of c.0.4 m. Figure 3 shows the resulting values plotted as a contour
map together with a plan of the scarps and terraces making up part of the
site. Figure 3 indicates that individual terraces have a transverse conducti vity
gradient with high values at the back and low values at the front .
In fact , as shown in Figure 4 , the conductivity signal has its peaks and
troughs systematjcally out o f phase with the archaeological features. At the
time of its pre-Europea n construction, this fli ght of terraces and scarps had
been originally cut through topsoil and then some 0.6 m of volcanic ash to
expose the natural clay basement at the foot of each scarp and the back o f
each terrace. The fronts o f terraces were built up with some of the deri ved
material. This constructi onal fi)l was fragile and the disturbed soil and ash o n
the hiUside was very unstable. After the time of Maori occupation, especiaUy,
this situation resulted in a considerable downslope movement of sediments to
produce the disposition of overburden shown in Figure 4. At the back of
terraces, deep overburden of loose tex ture and poor drainage lay above a
structure which produced a relativel y lower ground surface to volume ratio
than at the front of terraces where the overburden was thinner and more
freely draining . Thus a single artificial terrace did not give a unjform
conduc.:tivity signal but produced a gradient of values.
Subsequently , o ur most successful effort in detec.:ting sub-surface features was
made in 1996 as work continued at Site RI0/497 . For this run , values were
coUected on a 0.5 m grid (a fourfold increase in data). Runs were made in
both ho rizontal and verti cal dipole modes to investigate different depths. In
addition, cutting the grass and weeds very shore improved the strength of the
archaeologic.:al signal. The area of storage pits was relatively less affected by
systematic distortion than the sc.:arps and terraces and Figure 5 is a contour
map of conductiv ity values shown superimposed on a plan of excavated
archaeological features. There is a level of correspondence between the two.
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Conductivity signal

Current stratigraphy

Original slope of hillside

a . Clay basement
b. Volcanic ash and t opsoil
c. Fill of terrace construction
d . Post -occupati onal ovorburden

Figure 4. A schematic section of terraces and scarps of RJ0/497 showing r/Je
conductivity signal has peaks and troughs that are systematically out ofp/Jase
with the archaeological features.
We believe it should be possible in the future to ameliorate the effects of any
systematic background signal confounding such a n archaeological survey.
This may be accomplished by observing that systematic background signals
are continuous and operate over a larger scale than the disn ete an.:haeologi<.:al
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phe nomena we typically wish lo deteu. By fiuing a smooth pol ynomial trend
surface to the geophysical data we can extrac1 1he residuals with the
ex pectatio n that these will reflect the ard1aeologkal sig nal. if any, isolated
from the distortion of the background (Jones and Irwin n.d. ).
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Figure 5. A contour map of conductivity values superimposed on a plan of
excavated pits.
The si tuation as interpreted a1 Site R 10/497 applies generally

to

parts of si tes

RI0/47 a nd R I 1/ 1277 which were both m easured for conductiv ity and test

excavated under the field supervision of Caroline Phillips and Simon Best
respectively. As seen o n 1he surface, Site R 10/47 was a line of four possible
artificial te rraces rurming down a small spur al the no rthern e nd of Sandy
Bay in the northwestern pare of the island . We were concerned to ascertain
their cultural or natural status. Test excavations were carried out along a 50
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m baseline aligned to the long ax is of the site and these revealed a storage
pit, some midden and haangi stones while parts of the slope were found to
be unmodified. In such cases it is necessary to understand post-occupational
sediment processes influencing conductivity to distinguish, even in a vague
way , the location of modified sub-surface features.
In conclusion, the application of geophysical prospecting on a number of sites
on Motutapu proved to be a two-stage process. The first involved measuring
geophysical values on sites and subsequently producing computer-generated
palterns of data. The second stage involved interpretation of these patterns
and images in the archaeological and geological field context. The first stage,
wi thout the second, while technicall y proficient , could be naive. Eventually
we achieved a level of confide nce in our ability to measure, process and
interpret these remotely-sensed data. However, we do not believe that
geophysical measurement alone could be relied upon in the future to define
archaeological sites without associated sub-surface testing and appropriate
archaeological interpretation on Morutapu, or elsewhere.
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